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What?
[what is all about?]
JENAS: first Joint ECFA-NuPECC-APPEC Seminar
[ Orsay, October 2019 ]

ü Large attendance
- 230 participants, present the chairs of the three communities
(J. d’Hondt, T. Montaruli and M. Lewitowicz)
the Research & Computing CERN Director (E. Elsen),
head of CERN EP Department (M. Krammer),
CERN Council Chair (U. Bassler), former ECFA Chair (T. Nakada)
and many representatives of European funding agencies.

ü Goal: Establish a common platform to seek synergies for:
- Analysis and interpretation of results, theory models;
- Technology challenges;
- Data sharing, software and computing.
- Outreach (a unique story to tell?).

ü Result of the meeting:
Open call for novel Expressions of Interest (EoIs)
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Why?
[why an EoI on DM?]
iDMEu EoI: a joint-venture ECFA-APPEC-NuPECC
https://indico.cern.ch/event/869195/overview

proponents

Main reasons:
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The broad community working on dark matter is active and diversified.
It includes particle physics theorists and astrophysicists with a
wide range of interests, as well as particle physics experimentalists
focusing on collider, fixed-target, beam-dump, direct and indirect DM
detection experiments, as well as dedicated axion/ALP, and neutrino experiments.
A broad approach to dark matter research is necessary given
the nature of the challenge.

Main goals: build a permanent platform where different DM communities can discuss,
exchange results, and exploit cross-fertilization opportunities for mutual benefits.
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Why ?

[Why cross-experimental collaboration?]
Dark Matter: Where to start looking ? Very little clue on the mass scale…
Too small mass
à won’t fit in galaxy

From MACHOs searches

Cosmic Visions, arXiv:1707.04591

Going beyond the WIMP paradigm à ~ 80 orders of magnitude to explore
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Why ?

[Why cross-experimental collaboration?]
80 orders of magnitude: No single experiment or experimental approach is sufficient alone
to cover the large parameter space in terms of masses and couplings
that DM models suggest.

Hence:
Synergy and complementarity among a great variety of experimental facilities
are paramount, calling for a deep collaboration and cross-fertilization
across different communities.

Communities involved: DM Direct and Indirect detection, collider,
Beam-dump, fixed target, neutrino, axion/ALP experiments,
Particle and astroparticle theory, and cosmology.
We are all intertwined. We need to talk together and
to develop a “common language” [or - at least – to have a translator ;-) ]
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Dark Matter and fundamental physics questions
Fundamental Physics Questions might be naturally intertwined.

Strong CP problem
Active Neutrino physics
Ultra-light DM
(DM-neutrino interactions &
(axion as DM candidate?) large scale structure formation

EW symmetry
breaking

Origin of neutrino
masses and oscillations
(connected to baryogenesi & DM?)

Dark Matter
Hierarchy
of scales
(asymmetric DM?)
(WIMP, relaxion?)
Inflation, cosmology

Matter-antimatter
Asymmetry
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Dark Matter: the problem
[a journey across the orders of magnitude]
Dark Matter: Where to start looking ? Very little clue on the mass scale…
Too small mass
à won’t fit in galaxy

From MACHOs searches

Cosmic Visions, arXiv:1707.04591

Going beyond the WIMP paradigm à ~80 orders of magnitude to explore

i) The axion as DM candidate in the µeV-meV mass range but
simple extension of this paradigm (ALP) can enlarge the possible range
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Example of complementarity across communities:
axion/ALP with photon coupling
[accelerator-based exps vs axion/ALP exps vs astroparticle bounds]

➯

➯

➯

➯

sub-eV range accessible at
helioscopes and haloscopes

MeV-10 GeV range accessible at
accelerator based experiments

Here axion/ALP can be DM

Here ALP can be mediator

Astroparticle realm:
BBN, CMB, X-rays, SN1987,
Solar lifetime, etc..

ADMX, CAST and MADMAX, ABRACADABRA, IAXO,….

PBC-BSM Report, 1901.09966, J. Phys. G47 (2020) 1

NA62, NA64, FASER, Belle II, ….
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Example of complementarity across communities:
axion/ALP with photon coupling
[accelerator-based exps vs axion/ALP exps vs astroparticle bounds]

➯

➯

➯

➯

sub-eV range accessible at
helioscopes and haloscopes

MeV-10 GeV range accessible at
accelerator based experiments

Here axion/ALP can be DM

Here ALP can be mediator

Example of activities while exploring
this paradigm over about ~18 orders of
magnitude in mass and coupling:
ü Refine astro-particle bounds.
ü Update community about uncharted
parameter space to guide new proposals.
ADMX, CAST and MADMAX, ABRACADABRA, IAXO,….

NA62, NA64, FASER, Belle II, ….
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Dark Matter: the problem
Dark Matter: Where to start looking ? Very little clue on the mass scale…
Too small mass
à won’t fit in galaxy

From MACHOs searches

Cosmic Visions, arXiv:1707.04591

Going beyond the WIMP paradigm à ~80 orders of magnitude to explore

ii) Dark Photon as DM candidate in the zeV-keV mass range
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Example of complementarity across communities:
Dark Photon as Light DM candidate (mass < 1 MeV)
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Amazing work done by DD experiments in the keV range.
Lively theoretical activity in refining astro-particle bounds.

BaBar (2017)
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Dark Matter as a thermal relic: MeV-GeV range
Marcela Carena @ Granada

iii) Dark Matter as thermal relic in MeV-GeV mass range
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Direct Detection Light (MeV-GeV) Dark Matter Searches: a vibrant field.
Amazing effort by DD experiments to push the exploration
in the MeV-GeV range down to the neutrino floor:

CRESST

à connection with neutrino physics/stellar astrophysics
CRESST-II (2016)

F. Reindl @ IDM 2018

However:
ü Many experiments:
In WIMP-like: 1300 scientists, 15-20 experiments,
only 4 with > 100 people
ü Many technologies:
Low-mass / low-energy frontier:
New backgrounds, new processes
à connection to solid state and nuclear physics
ü Many places:
- Gran Sasso, SNOLAB, etc..

CRESST-III (2018)

DarkSide-50

DAMIC (2016)
NEWS-G

XENON100
(low-mass, 2016)

SuperCDMS
PICO-60 (2016)
PAN

DAX

-II (

2016

)

XENON-1t (2018)

The field broad and colorful, but also fragmented
à Communication is a key challenge and needs to be improved
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Making the most of DD data

CRESST

CRESST-II (2016)

What we have: Compilation of experimental
results in certain scenarios/models

CRESST-III (2018)

DarkSide-50

DAMIC (2016)
NEWS-G

XENON100
(low-mass, 2016)

SuperCDMS
PICO-60 (2016)
PAN

DAX

-II (

2016

)

XENON-1t (2018)

What we need: Sharing of (reduced) data sets to:
• Interpret for different scenarios/models
• Interpret with common statistic tools
• Combine results inside direct detection but also beyond
(with accelerators and indirect detection)
How to go “beyond?

Data repository + tools
for theory interpretation
(Use and connect existing tools
wherever possible)
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Example of synergy across communities:
Light DM with thermal origin via Vector Portal

Direct DM scattering with e/protons
Direct Detection experiments

DM Direct detection
experiments

[accelerator-based exps vs DM direct detection experiments vs cosmological bounds]
Accelerator-based experiments

s-channel

,p

,p

Production of DM at accelerators
via electron or proton interactions

y variable

Model with four parameters
only, no hidden variables.

Direct DM annihilation (main process to
get the thermal relic abundance)
Astroparticle, cosmology
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Example of synergy across communities:
Light DM with thermal origin via Vector Portal
[accelerator-based exps vs DM direct detection experiments vs cosmological bounds]
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Unique NA64++(e) short term opportunity
to explore relevant DM parameter space.
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PBC-BSM Report, 1901.09966, J. Phys. G47 (2020) 1
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mχ [MeV]

Thermal relic target
(cosmology, astroparticle)
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Dark Matter as a thermal relic: standard WIMP range
Marcela Carena @ Granada

iii) Dark Matter as thermal relic in WIMP mass range
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Dark Matter as a thermal relic: standard WIMP range
Briefing Book, 1910.11775

Next generation of DD large experiments (Argo, DARWIN, …) will push the exploration down to
the neutrino floor in the standard WIMP window (10 GeV- few TeV):
An opportunity for neutrino detection from different astrophysical sources?
Moreover: DARWIN, thanks to its large mass, can play a role in the search for neutrino less double beta decay …
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Light DM with thermal origin via Vector Portal

Decreasing coupling

[ATLAS/CMS versus Direct Detection DM exps]

- ATLAS/CMS currently use o(1) reference
couplings for DD/ID comparison plots:
- Work ongoing to reinterpret current searches
and projections for future colliders using
smaller couplings, to better depict the
complementarity with non-collider experiments
-

See Phys.Dark Univ. 27 (2020) 100365 for reference

Following the European Strategy update,
the Snowmass process (US particle physics input
to prioritization effort) and the LHC DM WG
hosting efforts that will be input to iDMEu
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Cosmology connection
DM is inherently a
cosmological problem…

galactic rotation curves

…with (perhaps) a
particle physics solution…

DM

…to be thoroughly tested
in cosmology / astrophysics

numerical simulations

weak lensing
CMB

large and diverse astro/cosmo community working on

CMB

galaxy formation/evolution, Large Scale Structure formation,
numerical simulations, CMB, InterGalactic Medium,
reionization, Lyman-α, γray- Xray- radio- astronomy… 20

Indirect Detection
The WIMP regime (~1 GeV → 100 TeV) continues to be thoroughly probed, new frontiers outside its ‘3 borders’
γ-rays: FERMI, HESS, VERITAS, MAGIC, HAWC, CTA, LHAASO…
X-rays, soft γ-rays: INTEGRAL, XMM-Newton, eROSITA, AMEGO, eASTROGAM…
charged particles (" ±, %, & …): AMS, DAMPE, CALET, GAPS, HERD…
neutrinos: Baksan, Baikal, SK, Antares, ICECUBE, ANITA, HyperK, KM3Net…

color code:
current/past
upcoming/future

summary plot M.Cirelli+, 2019, to appear

Frontier 3:
heavy (PeV) DM

Frontier 1:
light (MeV-GeV) DM
ultra light DM

or: Primordial Black Holes?

Frontier 2:
WIMPs & very weakly coupled DM
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Making the most of ID data

What we have:
Plethora of excellent exp results.

model dependent/independent
What we need:
• map the community (tens of experiments w different techniques)
• harmonization (e.g. of astro assumptions)
• improve cross-talk (with DD, Collider, theory & astro/cosmo)

}

Lists & Meta-repositories
Shared (Evolving?) Benchmarks?
FAQ cross-talks
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Neutrino Detectors and DM searches
Neutrino detectors can search for the annihilation of DM particles in high density regions.

Annihilations in the Sun where DM
accumulates due to their capture

Annihilations in the centre of the
Milky-Way galaxy

Super-Kamiokande Collaboration, 2005.05109

For ~10-100 MeV masses, LSc detectors have strong
sensitivity

S. Pascoli, S. Palomares-Ruiz, PRD 77 (2008)

2

Super-Kamiokande Collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett. 114 (2015)
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iDMEu: Next steps
ü Look for synergies and complementarities across very different communities:
- colliders, fixed-target, beam dump, flavor, axions/ALPs, DM direct and indirect detection, neutrino detectors,
- astroparticle, and cosmology.

ü by developing a common platform where :
- Results and underlying models are discussed and compared
- Pointers to Data, Results and relative analysis tools are shared (via meta-repositories)
- Common plots are compiled
- Main scientific (workshop, conferences, seminars,…) and general public events are advertised.

ü Communities we plan to involve:
- DM and LLP @ LHC WG
- Physics Beyond Colliders (including fixed-target/beam dump exps);
- DM direct and indirect detection experiments;
- Neutrino experiments;
- axion/ALP communities;
- particle theory (CERN-TH, others) and astroparticle theory (EuCAPT = European Consortium for AstroParticle Theory)

ü And (on more technical side):
- ESCAPE (European Science Cluster of Astronomy and Particle Physics ESFRI research infrastructures,
- The Phystat-DM community
- direct detection plotting tools developers, e.g. DMTools and SuperCDMS limit plotter
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https://www.eucapt.org/
ü The European Consortium for Astroparticle Theory (EuCAPT) aims to bring together the
European community of theoretical astroparticle physicists and cosmologists. It was established
in 2019 and CERN is its “hub” for the next 5 years. The director is Gianfranco Bertone aided
by a Steering Committee.
ü A main scientific focus is Dark Matter. EuCAPT will endeavour to play an important role in the
theoretical effort in understanding the nature and properties of dark matter, facilitating exchanges
and discussions in the community.
ü It has already started several (mainly online) activities such as regular colloquia and workshops,
including a face-to-face workshop on gravitational waves last year. An inaugural symposium is
planned for next year.

EuCAPT endorses iDMEu, and looks forward to contrributing to its success
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iDMEu: How ECFA-APPEC-NuPECC can help us?

J. d’Hondt (ECFA chair), Teresa Montaruli (APPEC chair), M. Lewitowicz (NuPECC chair)
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Conclusions
The breath of the open questions in particle physics and their deep interconnection,
together with the failure so far of standard paradigms,
requires today more than ever a diversified research programme
with different experimental objectives and techniques,
and with strong and focused theoretical involvement.
The ability to develop innovative theoretical ideas to be tested at existing or proposed experiments
while keeping the outcoming results framed and structured
and including also results from neighboring fields, like cosmology and astrophysics,
will be crucial to define the future of this field.
First iDMEu kick-off meeting planned by end of the year. More news after summer..
Register here if you want to follow our next steps:
https://indico.cern.ch/event/869195/overview

ECFA
APPEC
NuPECC

Thank you for your attention.
Please, join me in my zoom room if you want to continue the discussion:
https://lu-se.zoom.us/j/65057668977, today 12:00-13:00 (CEST).

